Compromised speed discrimination among schizophrenia patients when viewing smooth pursuit targets
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Abstract

Schizophrenia subjects’ smooth pursuit abnormalities may reflect a problem with perception of motion, although evidence comes primarily from reports using stimuli that differ from standard smooth pursuit stimuli (i.e. moving gratings or coherent dots). This study presented schizophrenia and healthy subjects with a forced-choice speed discrimination paradigm using smooth pursuit-like stimuli. The schizophrenia subject’s motion processing was impaired, as evidenced by their significantly higher speed discrimination thresholds (a difference that was 1.7 larger for the patient group). Abnormalities of motion perception in schizophrenia, even for simple stimuli, suggest a problem with motion processing in area MT.
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1. Introduction

Schizophrenia subjects have abnormalities of eye movement control, with problems during smooth pursuit tasks being a consistent finding (Hutton and Kennard, 1998). In the simplest terms (see, e.g., Lisberger et al., 1987; Stanton et al., 2005), generating an accurate smooth pursuit response requires adequate motion perception (primarily an extrastriate cortex function) and generation of the correct motor response based on that perceptual information (primarily a frontal cortex function). Investigating whether schizophrenia patients’ motion processing abilities are intact, therefore, is important for understanding the cause of their smooth pursuit-related deficits.

When presented with dynamic random dot patterns, schizophrenia patients require an unusually high proportion of coherently moving dots to discern the pattern’s global direction (Stuve et al., 1997; Chen et al., 2003, 2005; Kim et al., 2006; O’Donnell et al., 2006). Schizophrenia patients also are worse at discerning speed differences between two paired moving gratings (Chen et al., 2004; O’Donnell et al., 2006; Slaghuis et al., 2005). These results at least suggest that schizophrenia patients have impairments in motion perception.

Motion perception deficits could underlie schizophrenia patients’ performance difficulties during smooth pursuit tasks. Stimuli employed in the perceptual studies (dynamic random dot patterns and gratings) differ markedly from those employed in smooth pursuit studies.
provided feedback on response accuracy. Randomization of stimulus duration reduced the ability of subjects to use this variable when making their judgments. The 2-alternative forced-choice design, and use of test speeds both faster and slower than the standard, minimizes biases in discrimination judgments.

The two standard speeds were tested in separate blocks, and 210 trials (30 for each differential speed; half in each direction) were obtained for each block. For each test speed, the percentage of trials for which the subject perceived the test speed faster than standard speed was calculated (from 0% to 100%). These data were then fit with a cumulative normal function using probit analysis (Finney, 1971; McKee et al., 1985) to obtain a speed discrimination threshold (threshold = half the difference in differential speeds corresponding to the 25% and 75% levels of the psychometric function). Three subjects (2 schizophrenia, 1 healthy) did not meet a minimal performance criterion of 75% correct, so their data were not used in hypothesis testing.

3. Results

A group (schizophrenia, normal) by standard speed (12, 24) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the speed discrimination threshold data. The interaction was not statistically significant (F<1), so data were combined across the two standard speeds to get a single speed discrimination threshold for each subject.
(doubling the number of trials improved the probit fit and provided a better estimate of speed discrimination threshold for each subject).

The schizophrenia subjects ($M=14.7\%$, $SD=4.2$) had significantly higher speed discrimination thresholds than the healthy subjects ($M=8.9\%$, $SD=3.1$), $t(30)=4.4$, $p<.001$, with this difference being 1.7 larger for the patient group. There was not a group difference on “bias”, the percent speed difference yielding 50% reports of test speed being faster than the standard, $t(30)=1.1$, $p=.281$. To more directly visualize group differences, Fig. 1 shows the groups mean psychometric functions, which were obtained by averaging data for the different test speeds across subjects. The function for the schizophrenia patients is shallower than that of the healthy subjects, reflecting poorer speed discrimination performance.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to evaluate motion perception among schizophrenia patients with the types of stimuli used to evaluate smooth pursuit ability. Consistent with other motion perception studies, schizophrenia subjects had a significantly elevated speed discrimination threshold when compared to healthy subjects. This study, therefore, demonstrates a motion perception deficit with stimuli similar to those employed to show deficits during smooth pursuit among schizophrenia patients. These data may provide evidence for a more direct link between the perceptual and eye movement data, and are consistent with the notion that problems during smooth pursuit in schizophrenia are secondary to or concomitant with a perceptual deficit.

An issue to consider in schizophrenia studies is whether an observed deficit is the result of more basic perceptual and/or motivation limitations. It seems unlikely that elevated motion perception in schizophrenia can be accounted for by these factors. First, in other studies of motion detection and analysis, schizophrenia patients have had normal abilities to detect either the presence/absence or direction of motion using grating stimuli (e.g., Chen et al., 2003, 2005). Second, in smooth pursuit studies, schizophrenia patients have normal pursuit maintenance if prediction is not required even though pursuit onset is abnormal (Clementz and McDowell, 1994). Third, in other visual target detection studies requiring saccadic eye movements, schizophrenia patients can actually perform better than healthy subjects under specific task conditions (e.g., Clementz, 1996a).

It also is important to consider whether other, higher level, cognitive factors could account for group differences on motion processing. Avila et al. (2006) suggested that initial velocity perception may be unaffected in schizophrenia, and that schizophrenia patients’ problems with pursuit may “reflect an inability to accurately generate, store, and/or access these ‘remembered’ velocity signals” (p. 599). In some motion perception studies, subjects must keep information about a perceptual event “in mind” for comparison with a subsequent event. Schizophrenia patients have working memory impairments that are modality independent and may be manifest at brief delay intervals, although typically not as short as the 250 ms interval we used here (Lee and Park, 2005). It may be useful in future studies, therefore, to assess whether higher level cognitive control rather than basic perceptual abilities determines group differences in motion perception when matching/comparison operations are required (see, e.g., Chen et al., 1999; Kim et al., 2006).

The present finding is consistent with the conclusion that schizophrenia patients have a motion perception deficit attributable to dysfunction in extrastriate cortex area MT (see, e.g., Chen et al., 2005; Lencer et al., 2005). These data also are consistent with the theory of specific magnocellular pathway dysfunction in schizophrenia (Kim et al., 2006), since this pathway provides majority input to motion area MT (Maunsell et al., 1990). A possible complication for this interpretation is that schizophrenia patients have accurate saccades to slowly moving smooth pursuit targets (Clementz, 1996b; Kim et al., 1997), indicating that at least some MT-supported functions are normal in schizophrenia (Dursteler and Wurtz, 1988; Newsome et al., 1985). Future work on motion perception in schizophrenia, including functional brain imaging studies (e.g., Hong et al., 2005; Lencer et al., 2005), and studies comparing motion perception, smooth pursuit, and predictive pursuit abilities using the same stimuli (e.g., Hong et al., 2006), are needed to clarify this interesting, complex, literature that has possibly critical implications for understanding the neuropathology of this illness (Kim et al., 2006).
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